Genavir is a Group of Economic Interest for the management of oceanographic vessels

Genavir is a Maritime ISM certified company, member of French Shipowner’s Association (Armateurs de France).

Genavir- B.P. 71 - 29280 Plouzané - FRANCE
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Genavir - B.P. 330 - 83507 La Seyne-sur-Mer cedex - FRANCE
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The members of the Group are:

- Ifremer
- IRD
- CNRS
- Cemagref
- Bourbon Offshore Surf
With a total of 330 employees,

- 250 Seamen
- 80 engineers and Technicians

**Genavir:**

- Supplies the crews of the vessels of IFREMER and IRD
- Supplies the engineers and technicians specialized in operating underwater systems and embarked equipments
- Executes the programs of research cruises established by IFREMER and IRD
- Maintains the vessels, underwater systems and embarked equipments
- Acquires, appraises and validates the data collected at sea
Organizing cruises

Year N-1:
- Develop a draft preliminary program in conjunction with the scientific committees
- Establish the timing of cruises for the N year

Year N:
- Establish an order form of naval operations for each cruise
- Make requests for permission to work

Year N-1:
- Studies and validate the technical feasibility and logistics of the proposed program and assesses the cost

Year N:
- Organizes meetings to prepare the cruises
- Organizes logistics operations and monitors them
- Organizes meetings of internal and external debriefing
- Exploits the cruise reports
Operational Maintenance

- Maintains vessels, systems and equipments
- Prepares and follows up orders and contracts
- Brings technical support to crews and teams onboard
- Proposes investments to update equipments
- Monitors the operations of vessels, systems and equipments

Vessels Department

Underwater Systems Department

Equipments Department

Department of vessels and embarked systems

Department Of Underwater Systems

Department of vessels and embarked systems

- Manage the projects concerning vessels, equipments and systems
- Pilot updating operations
- Corrects hardware and software technical problems
- Defines the principles and modalities for the transfer to Genavir
- Manages and controls the investments projects

Genavir

Ifremer
Validation and processing data

SQAE - SQAL

- Acquires the data of systems and equipments
- Validates the data
- Postprocesses navigations of vessels and underwater systems
- Appraises the technical problems of systems and equipments
- Informs about software dysfonctions

SI SMER
Records

NSE / SM
Corrections

Scientific
Community

Operational
Departments
Contacts

- **Operations Department**
  - Bernard MORVAN
  - Phone 02 98 22 44 45
  - Mobile 06 88 05 66 08
  - Bernard.Morvan@genavir.fr
  - genavir-bo@genavir.fr

- **Vessels Department**
  - Armel LE STRAT
  - Phone 02 98 22 44 25
  - Mobile 06 86 07 29 89
  - Armel.Le.Strat@genavir.fr
  - dno@genavir.fr

- **Equipments Department**
  - Hubert LOSSOUARN
  - Phone 02 98 22 47 18
  - Mobile 06 88 05 57 22
  - Hubert.Lossouarn@genavir.fr
  - dec@genavir.fr

- **Underwater systems Department**
  - Jean Michel NIVAGGIOLI
  - Phone 04 94 30 48 45
  - Mobile 06 85 71 11 05
  - Jean.Michel.Nivaggioli@genavir.fr
  - desm@genavir.fr